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  - Awareness: 4 studies
  - Attitudes: 3 studies
  - Communication: 3 studies
  - Confidence: 4 studies
  - Practice: 6 studies
Change in practice or expectation of changes [4]

6 studies

- Accepting responsibility for outcomes [3] and taking on a more proactive role with increased clinical responsibilities [5]
- Engagement in reflective practice [5]
- Adopting evidence-based approaches to inform clinical decisions [3,5]
- E.g. more humane treatment of patients in psychiatric hospitals: reduction of physical restraints, more outdoor activities, involving patients in decision making [2]

Numbers in brackets refer to included studies – see reference list
What contributed to positive findings?

- Stimulating **deeper thinking through self-reflection exercises** -> taking responsibility for driving own personal learning [1,2]

- Elements of **storytelling** -> enhanced enjoyment and emotional involvement in the course [4]

- **Discussion forums** and **activities focused on evidence-based practice** -> enhanced confidence, readiness for more critical reflection – new perspectives can unfold [5]

- **Supportive work environment:** sharing experience with peers, **practicality of the concepts learned**, opportunities to reflect, practice-at-work activities [3]

Numbers in brackets refer to included studies – see reference list
large-scale online education may have the potential to contribute to behaviour change of health and social care professionals and, consequently, to change of practice.
...online learning can “bring about empowerment, transformative learning and reflection outcomes that go beyond just mere acquisition of clinical knowledge online”...

Sim & Radloff 2008 [5], p.12
Limitations

- Small numbers of participants
- Qualitative studies only
- Outcomes not well defined
- Methods not consistent

...and more questions!...
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